Denote the corresponding positive linear forms (pure states) on A by ϕ i , ψ i :
Let A H be the real linear space of all Hermitian elements in A . Now A H = A + − A + ; in a natural way A H is an ordered topological vector space with positive cone A + (see [3] , [6] , [8] 
By Riesz's decomposition lemma (see [2] ) this is possible only if P is not a lattice.
Consequently A H , and therefore A + , can not be a lattice (see [1] , [2] ). So " A not Abelian" implies " A + not a lattice"; this completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. Another (even quicker) proof, in the case where A is a von Neumann algebra, can be found in [9] . Sherman's original proof was published in [7] ; see also [4] .
